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Discover how EvonSys helped a 200-year-old veteran banking organization transition from an 
age-old paper-based process to an agile, efficient, sustainable, centralized administration 

system compliant with regulatory standards. 

The new system helps streamline banking operations across its numerous branches and 
eliminates needless visits of end-customers to the bank.
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CLIENT BACKGROUND
The client is a consumer division of a multinational financial service conglomerate with over 
two centuries of experience in the world of banking. Headquartered in New York with well over 
2500 branches spread across 19 countries, the customer offers a wide range of financial 
services and products to individual consumers, business corporations, federal governments, 
and institutions.

KEY BUSINESS CHALLENGES
●   The increasing demands for transactional visibility, smooth customer interaction, and 
      consistently changing regulatory standards meant that there was a need for a reliable, 
      robust, agile, technology-driven solution. 
●   The solution should not only streamline the account management process, but also keep     
      up with evolving customer demands and compliance standards.
●   The bank was visibly bleeding in its MLP 1/2/n, which needed immediate attention.

ENGAGEMENT STORY
A revamp around the Special Titles Account opening process was long overdue. The client had 
a manual paper-based process and an age-old application to manage its operations at the 
local branches. While this may have been manageable for a small number of customers, 
things were quickly getting out of hand with a surge in customers. Without an effective 
 centralized system in place, this led to inefficient Wealth Management and frequently resulted 
in Market and Revenue Loss.

Account opening and Business validation were two preliminary and time-consuming activities 
that kept the branches busy. Since the Special Title Accounts were logged manually and 
managed locally, the Central Account Management team had limited knowledge or control 
over these accounts.

The lack of a centralized processing system led branches 
to develop and follow their own methods of accounts 
administration; this resulted in increased variations. 
These inconsistencies further added to mounting 
KYC issues and other legal compliance complications. 

Too many misses in KYC Requirements often led to 
numerous needless customer visits to the branch, 
creating a dent in its time-tested customer experience repute.

The lack of a centralized 

processing system 

created numerous 

anomalies in the data.
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DESIRED GOALS

●    The application was built on PRPC Technology (Developed in Version 7.2 and later 
       upgraded to version 7.4). 
●    Basic Pega Case Management was leveraged to triage and design the complex structures    
       of the workflows which are built as part of Special Title 
       Account Opening (Trust, Estate, Personal  Account 
       Conversion to Trust Account, Representative Payee 
       and Guardian/ Conservator). 
●    The entire process for branch bankers and central 
       bankers was implemented in a single system. 
●    The automatic communication between the bankers 
        was accomplished through e-mail channels.

●   A completely revamped, intuitive Onboarding workflow was a clear need of the hour.
      A system that could:
 ●   Process Special Titles (viz., Trust, Estate, Representative Payee, Guardian/ 
                 Conservator, and Personal Account Conversion to Trust Account). 
 ●   Navigate the users through an informative and interactive pathway. 
 ●   Process the documents to auto-generate certificates (E.g., Special titles specific 
                 certificates, Tax certificates, other bank forms, etc.)
●   Establishing an actively updating link between the interactive tool and core banking system.
●   An immediate fix to prevent revenue leakagefrom the MLP 1/2/n accounts.

EVONSYS SOLUTION
●    Equipped with immense experience in building Account Onboarding Case Types in Pega 
      PRPC, EvonSys helped build a Small Business Account Onboarding (SBAO) application.
●   The approach taken to build the Special Title Account Onboarding (STAO) Tool was 
      to reuse the SBAO Flow wherever possible (a process that could be done seamlessly with   
      Pega Only with its Situational Layer Cake concept).
●   The sharp-sighted strategy enabled the completion of the project at an accelerated pace   
      and with heightened accuracy.  
●   EvonSys' agile approach involved the customer across every stage of the Development 
      lifecycle garnering real-time feedback and ensuring satisfaction all along the way.

KEY ACTIVITIES INVOLVED 

The sharp-sighted strategy of 

reusing the SBAO Flow wherever 

possible ensured the completion 

of the project within an 

accelerated timeframe.



●    The Integration of the Pega system and the FileNet document repository was achieved 
       through the SOAP Messaging system.
●    As part of EvonSys’ innovative approach, UI labels were dynamically populated by global 
       resource settings.
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BUSINESS VALUE
The application is now implemented across all of customer’s 800 branches in the United 
States for global consumer banking. The EvonSys team was physically present at some of the 
branches during the soft launch to ensure a smooth take-off. Feedbacks collected from end 
customers were also incorporated into the application to guarantee customer delight.

●   Accelerated Timeline: EvonSys completed the project within nine months, meeting all the 
      proposed project timelines.
●   Operational Efficiency: The SBAO offers transactional visibility, smooth customer 
      interaction, and eliminates redundancy by ensuring up-to-date data available across          
      branches. 
●   Rich Customer Experience: Addressed several pain points of end customers and eliminated 
      the needless trips to the branch
●   Revenue Generation: The items related to MLP 1/2/n were swiftly defined and delivered   
      timely to help quickly revive and improve revenue earnings for the bank.

TESTIMONIAL 

 With a dozen different account management techniques adopted across our 
branches, the inconsistencies and inaccuracies in data kept growing at an 

alarming pace. We knew something had to be done and fast. We also had to 
ensure minimal downtime to avert further discontent amidst our customers. 

Partnering with EvonSys was exactly what we needed at that time.
 The working experience has been phenomenal. They stood by us right from the 
start to the launch. They even surprised us with a few innovative features that 

brought delight to our customers. I would strongly recommend EvonSys as your 
Pega partner any day.



 Contact our team.
We’d love to help you. 

4550 New Linden Hill Road, Wilmington, DE-19808 +1 844 EVONSYS

innovation@evonsys.com

ASK US ABOUT THE EVOLVE WORK SHOP

The co-authoring of the solutions with customers is a typical agile outcome that EvonSys 
stakes bragging rights to.


